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Summary
This report describes the four different building integrated PV systems at the premises of
Fraunhofer ISE. The systems had been built in the frame of the »TEAPUB« project.
Emphasis is placed on the architectural and visual appearance of the systems. Fraunhofer ISE is also
a good example to show that a modern energy efficient building is very well complemented by
integrated PV systems.
Two of the PV arrays, the facade of the access tract (“Magistrale”) and the saw-toothed roof over
the entrance hall were carefully designed to optimise the combined functions of appealing
architecture, heat insulation, provision of daylight, reduction of summerly heat load and electrical
power production.
The façade systems at the south wing demonstrates a new mounting technique as well as a awning
and the flat roof system replaces a sheet metal cladding and serves as test generator for
Fraunhofer´s labs.
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1 The Building – Overview
1.1 Architecture and PV arrays
Following schematic figure 1and table 1 give an overview on the five PV systems, which
had been installed at Fraunhofer ISE under the TEAPUB Project.
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Figure 1: position and appearance of the PV systems
The PV generators demonstrate different aspects of building integration:
In the southern facade and the saw-toothed roof, the solar cells are encapsulated within
double glazing. They reduce the heat gain to the building and support the efforts to
dispense largely with conventional air conditioning. The generator on the facade of the
southern wing demonstrates the application of photovoltaic modules as spandrel elements
in vertical and tilted configurations. All these modules have been custom made specifically
for this project.
The generators on the roofs of the southern and central wings serve as cladding for the
ventilation shafts behind them. They employ standard modules.
Table 1: Position and rated power of the PV systems
position

rated
power

mounting/
integration type

Voltage
Voc
[V]

inverter

[kWp]
Facade access tract

2.4

heat insulating glazing

250

SMA 1100

Saw-toothed roof

5.0

heat insulating glazing

390

Solwex 27200

Spandrel south wing

4.8

spandrel /shading elements

230

Fronius IG 15

Roof southern wing

4.5

free standing/quasi spandrel

630

Kaco PVI 5000

Roof central wing

4.5

free standing/quasi spandrel

630

Sunways 5.02

total

21.2

Documentation for the full building of Fraunhofer ISE can be found in German language
at: http://www.solarbau.de/monitor/doku/proj04/mainproj.htm.
This site includes information on other energy efficient and innovative German buildings as
well.
The real appearance of the building is seen in figure 2.

Figure 2: aerial view of the new building. The PV arrays of the Magistrale, the shed roof
and flat roofs of south wing and central wing are clearly visible. The facade of the south
wing was installed afterwards.

1.2 Electrical design
Figure 3 gives a complete view of
the string and inverter concept of
all the PV systems. Inverters are
distributed as evenly as possible on
the three phases of the 400 V grid.
Detailed technical data of all
subsystems are given in the next
section.

Figure 3: block diagram of all the
PV subsystems.

1.3 Technical data of sub systems
sub system nominal
power
access tract

saw
toothed
roof
spandrel
south wing

roof south
wing

roof central
wing

total

[kWp]
2.4

5.0

4.8

4.5

4.5

21.2

Uoc
[V]
250

370

135

630

630

building
integration
technology

module
manufacturer/type

cell type

heat
insulating
glazing
facade

Flabeg

poly Si

custom

EFG
100x100
poly Si

69

60 x 191

72

2 x Solwex
20270

Shell
125x125
poly Si

66

250 x 30

72

3 x Fronius
IG 15

Shell
125x125
poly Si

45

126 x 64

100

Sunways 5.02

EFG
100x100
poly Si

48

126 x 64

100

Kaco PVI 5000

heat
St. Gobain
insulating
glazing
glazed
roof custom
over atrium
spandrel
St. Gobain
elements
awning
custom
flat roof

ASE

screen

100 GT - FT

flat roof

ASE

screen

100 GT - FT

EFG
100x100

no. of
modules
3+3

module- nominal inverter
dimensions power
module
[cm²]
[Wp]
173 x 291
400
2 x Sunny Boy
1100 E

2 The subsystems
This paragraph mainly gives a visual impression of the different arrays.

2.1 Facade access tract (Magistrale)

Figure 4: The facade seen from south

Figures 5+6: various impressions of the facade

Figure 7: a view from within the building around noon

2.2 Saw toothed roof
The atrium below the saw-toothed roof is an architectural highlight of the building. It is
therefore covered in depth by photographs.

Figure 8: the saw – toothed roof seen from a nearby high rising building. Below the PV
array appears a thermal collector.

Figures 9 to 14: Inside the building the solar cells create a very nice play of light and
shadow.

a view from the buildings entrance - visitors a greeted by the light through the PV modules

impressions of the entrance hall in the morning and at noon

Figure 15: A look up into the atrium. The staircase is nicely lit by “filtered” light.

2.3 Facade of south wing
This subsystems is nvovel and will therefore be presented in more detail.
2.3.1 Module design
The design of Modules for the south facade has been discussed extensively. We wished to
employ a new coating, “SOLGEL” which reduces reflection at the glass surface. However,
it turned out that this coating was not feasible for modules of the desired shape.
Eventually we decided to employ only one innovation: The »point XS« bracket.
This bracket holds a glass pane through an anchor in a tapped blind hole at the rear side.
See figure 17. This means that the module surface is totally smooth. Figure 18 shows a
close-up of one module illustrating this quality.

Figure 16: schematic function of
the point XS bracket
Figure 17: view on the lower pair
of modules

Figure 18: Two views on the façade with its vertical and inclined sections.

2.3.2 Electrical layout of the facade system

~
grid

~
~
Figure 20: The modules of the same orientation are connected in series and the two
strings of one floor are connected to one inverter.

2.4 Flat roofs on wings

Figures 21, 22: :views on both flat roofs with their PV modules and a view on the central
roof with additional PV arrays.

